YEAST MANAGEMENT FACTORS AFFECTING YEAST VIABILITY & VITALITY: ABER YEAST MONITORS
Aber Principles

Ferment Beer Process

Aber & McNab most
common technology for
yeast pitching control.

Aber: yeast acts as an
insulator...exploits polarization of
cell membrane.

Aber Yeast Monitor (on-line) & Lab Yeast Analyser (off-line)....neither
measure percent viability....just viable cells & calculate volume needed to hit
desired pitching rate. If % viability is low, can pitch a lot of dead cells!
Boulton combines LYA with fluorescence to assess percent viability.

Smart: Propagated yeast are smaller than
cropped yeast from operations...7 vs.10 um for
strain studied. This translates to a 3x difference
in volume and 2x in area for populations of the
same numbers!....practical when optimizing Aber
calibration! May want to increase pitching rate
number for first generation.
Aber's Lab Yeast Analyser...off-line measurement using
radio frequency impedance method to control/calculate
pitching rates rather than base on solids. Assay measures
only viable cells...dead cells have electrically leaky
membranes and therefore do not contribute to total
capacitance detected. Field only polarizes membranes of
intact cells, and resulting capacitance
is measured by the LYA.

Aber Yeast Viability Analyzer Model
900....assesses via combining
fluorescence using a membrane potential
dye which stains dead cells plus radio
frequency impedance.

Aber: "Yeast Switcher
YS700".....capacitance
based....used in yeast
recovery lines.

Aber Principles

Aber studies with an in-VCF tank unit during lager
fermentation, located at multiple sites within tank taken at
peak point of 50-60 hours:
a) Yeast density in cone @ 300 million/ml
b) Yeast densities in upper regions @ 30 million/ml
c) Yeast densities in middle regions of VCF at @ 50 million/ml
........bottom line, densities are NOT uniform across VCF.

Aber: the RF impedance system incorporates a four pin
electrode system..two outer pins produce a radio-frequency
electrical field ...two inner pins measure the current. The electrical
field causes the ions in wort/beer/cytoplasm to move toward the two
oppositely charged electrodes. As plasma membrane is nonconducting i.e. ions cannot move freely across, a charge build-up
occurs and these cells are said to be polarized...these yeast cells
act as tiny capacitors in the medium. Nonviable cells do not
interfere with the signal...no charge build up....no polarization. Trub
and other non-yeast solids behave in same manner.

Aber: .....influence of non-yeast solids i.e.
trub, on measurement error far less in
slurries/cone regions as [yeast] is so high in
these sites e.g. even with 5% trub solids in
slurries, error < 1% vs. 2% error with only 1%
trub in determinations in higher regions of
VCF where [yeast] is less.

Effect on Yeast
Viability & Vitality
Aber: Limit of detection is one million cells/ml.
Aber & Off-Line Systems...Lab Yeast Analyser is
based on RF....Yeast Viability Analyser Model 900
based on RF impedance and bulk fluorescence (e.g.
oxonol dye DiBAC4).

Radio Frequency (RF) impedance methods detect
capacitance of yeast cell membrane and gives a linear
response over 10-10,000 million cells/ml. Dead cells are
electronically "leaky" and do not contribute to
capacitance, therefore determining only live cells with
intact membranes. Commercial unit is Aber's Lab
Yeast Analyzer (LYA, Model 800). Likewise non-yeast
solids do not contribute to capacitance signal. Method
requires strain specific calibration as can vary by a
factor of three between different strains!!!

Aber Principles

Capacitance biomass signal (e.g. Aber meter).

Aber: need to calibrate cell size for each strain used
as can be different.
Aber's dielectric permeability at radio frequencies.
Aber: demonstrates yeast change cell shape and size during
fermentation....more ellipsoidal when budding, then spherical after
separation.

Aber & On-Line Systems: ....common is Yeast Monitor 320, largely for
use with high density samples (e.g. yeast slurries/pitching)...Yeast
Monitor 330LC, with "flush" electrode probe, optimized for less dense
sites (e.g. fermenters)....Biomass Monitor 220 for high aeration/high
density applications......
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